
  
 

Let’s work towards a better tomorrow 
 

SYNOPSIS 

Held on October 19, 2016, the Apeejay Model United Nations was a roaring success with a BIG R! Students 
of different schools represented delegates of different countries and they debated and discussed the 
different topics assigned to them impressively while at the same time followed their foreign policies.  
Heated debates, never-ending discussions, eye-brow raising allies and cutting questions effectively created 
the tense atmosphere required. Inspired by the special guest, Mr. Atish Mathur, the delegates raised their 
voice for moderated caucuses and un-moderated caucuses and argued passionately for their countries. 
They were further motivated by enlightening inputs given by the AMUN Secretary General Azain Jaffer, an 
ex-Apeejaite. Being an active Munner himself, he conducted the orientation for all the delegates and 
shared valuable tips with them, the first day turned out to be very fruitful for the delegates. Incidentally, 
the press corps received many virtual eggs, thud looks and brickbats for speaking the truth and writing 
only what they saw and heard!!! 

 The second day is expected to have a lot of 
emergencies. It comprises the draft resolutions, 
interesting lobbying, conspiracies and a lot of hustle 
and bustle and angst ridden conversations. The 
AMUN fever was not restricted only to the 
committee venues, but was also carried over to the 
plates filled with yummylicious food. The delegates 
could be seen peering into the pages of the first 
circulation of the ‘on-the-spot’ newsletter- MUN 
CHRONICLE, along with their faculty advisors, on 
their way out. 

The first day generated a lot of apprehension, 
nervousness, excitement and a sense of expectation 
on what the second day would unfurl.   
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AMUN 2016 Hits the Headlines 

Tejasvi Mehra, our ‘expert eye’, shares the snippets of the MUN happenings 



EU …….Finally letting their hair down…. 
 

I’m not sure whether or not the committee was making up for the lack of punch lines during the previous session, 
but right from the start; the delegates were filled with energy and were actively participating. The session was full of 
controversies (and I must say PUNCH LINES as well) .The delegates thoughtfully brought out the topic of education 
and other aspects and expressed the concerns of the foreign students coming to Britain. However arguments were 
brought out on both sides. Defence came up next, and surprisingly the delegate of Greece took the liberty to call all 
the migrants from the Middle East as terrorists. However the delegate of Belgium made it his point to correct the 
delegate of Greece.  
Soon enough these petty issues were put to rest as the emergency was declared. The delegates finally (and 
thankfully, I must say) put their differences at rest and worked together to find an appropriate solution to the new 
circumstances that they were facing. Within the next few minutes there was another report that said that there had 
been an unsuccessful attempt at Theresa May’s life and following this event, a riot had erupted in London. And 
discussions between the two parties had broken down. Soon enough another report surfaced that the Govt. Of 
Northern Ireland and Scotland has given an ultimatum to the British govt. demanding independence and have 
threatened to wage war if they failed to do so. The delegate of Belgium went ahead to strongly oppose this and 
threatened that Ireland and Scotland would face more dire consequences if they leave. Further the delegate of 
Netherlands went ahead to strongly quote that “Brexit happened for the people, but if the people don’t want it now, 
then WHY BREXIT?” 
Later on during the session, the delegate of England felt insulted by a statement made by the delegate of Portugal 
and proceeded to ask for an apology in the form of a poem, soon enough it was payback time when the delegate of 
England was also asked to apologize to the delegate of Luxembourg through a poem (just as the old saying goes, it’s 
eye for eye- of course no one really cared about each other going blind!) 
Once again the delegate of Belgium stole the limelight with his strong points but was put down by the Chair 
considering the fact that they kept talking about a 2nd referendum even during the crisis. However it was taken in 
good spirits. The delegate of Greece, had a strong point to make and said that it was more important to consider the 
emergency rather than fighting over other issues that can be addressed later on (finally someone gets the point)! 
In the end it was all fun and all the delegates and the chair were in high spirits. The chair that consisted of the 
Director, Vineeth Abraham, Assistant Director Kashish Solanki and the Moderator Janmejay Chakravarty did a very 
good job in assisting the entire session and put in their best efforts into controlling the negotiations and arriving at a 
consensus of sorts.  
The concluding remark by the chair was “ecology and wild life will be governed by WWF from now and all big 
businesses and firms will be exempted from taxes till situation stabilizes” 
 

ASEAN …..HAH.....! DEMOLITION MODE’s ON...  
 

Well........... , I thought of replacing the word ‘disintegrated’, but I guess I stand right!!!! The committee members 
clearly have very varied opinions.  The emergency shocked everyone with Philippines attacking China, resulting in 
the sinking of two Chinese war ships killing around 75 Chinese military personnel. And of course ‘whimsical’ China 
retaliated with a war. With Philippines, backed strongly by USA, it would result in a war between the two most 
powerful countries in the world!!! After hearing the emergency situation, the temperature soared even more! China 
got cornered even by its allies, but it did have the upper hand being one of the most powerful countries. With a yes 
or a no, China could change the whole game, with the other countries having little or no say. But the minor countries 
together formed a majority against China! 
ASEAN has always been exciting and never disappointing. It has always been an eye candy for the press. I am 
surprised that they haven’t ripped each others’ heads apart! The Chair shouting at the delegates to cool their 
tempers down and have a civilised discussion! The faculty advisor being right that the committee preferring un-
moderated caucus.  
After each and every country mentally killing each other, even the neutral countries like South Korea whole-
heartedly participating even more than the claiming nations! ASEAN has become a committee about to fall apart 
.They argued on each and every point and motion - this showed that everybody had prepared their best. The 
Thailand delegate was very accurate with his facts and clearly stated each country’s position.  They had at last come 
up with a resolution which was an ‘eyebrow raising’ one and everybody was shocked for being so considerate and 
granting sovereignty to Taiwan, and ready to share its resources with claiming nation. This was a fairytale but I guess 
China, after promulgating its generosity, shocked everyone by retracting its statement in the draft resolution- most 



nations are still recovering from the after-shocks!!! The committee members never seemed to agree with each other 
and were playing the blame-game. 
 It was dangerous because innocent lives are dependent on the follies of being indecisive.  
Seeing all this was sure fun,  but I don’t think they’ll come with a satisfying solution without killing anyone, since 
they looked like they had their fangs and talons bared throughout (well...it looked like they were forever at it!). 
Here’s hoping the committee wouldn’t dissolve with the declaring of World War III (China vs. USA)!!!!!!!!!  
Concluding statement by the Chair: “Is the Dragon now breathing WATER on the Spratly issue rather than the usual 
fire?” 

 
A U-TURN OF SORTS AND ALL THINGS UNDERCOVER!! 
 

This session was definitely fun . Before we could even write something, the countries were already involved in a 
heated debate. The delegates of USA and Russia stuck firmly to their historic rivalries and remained opposed to each 
other. An alliance akin to the Rock of Gibraltar was seen between USA and Iceland. The delegate of Japan received 
so many chocolates for speaking well that we lost count! The change from the first day seemed too good to be true.  
Almost every point spoken by any delegate immediately provoked the "Right to Reply". Russia questioned the 
alliance between Iceland and USA and met with raised banners from both Iceland and USA mid-speech!  The 
delegate of Japan criticized US policy which in turn provoked UK and USA to counter her.  
It also became a bit aggressive. Russia made a statement about the in confidence of the US. Honestly, the delegate 
of US seemed to wither with suppressed rage. Somewhere between, the analogy of rotten apples came into the 
discussion. The delegate of Russia used it about six times. This, as expected, made the delegate of USA comment on 
how the delegate of Russia couldn’t seem to get enough of those rotten apples (even though the "rotten apples" 
theory belonged to the US).  
Then it happened. The much awaited...Emergency!! A correspondent of the CNN appeared out of nowhere in the 
committee meeting and reported the news. USA had taken out its own shares from the World Bank, (you know...) in 
a hush-hush manner. Needless to say, the delegate of USA resembled a man who had lost everything. A lot of 
comments were passed."This is a selfish act by the US." (Obviously by Russia),"You think this is a joke?"(Again by 
Russia).USA tried valiantly to hold on. It was an outsourcing destination and what not ...But then news arrived that 
the money never reached the federal government. This totally changed the course of the discussion and somehow in 
the midst of it all, Russia was blamed for the great recession. And when I say in the midst of it all, I mean everything 
- even unicorns and Illuminati.  
 

The concluding remark by the chair was "Illuminati confirmed . Vladmir Putin on unicorns and rotten apples." 
 

FOOTLOOSE AND FANCY FREE? (HSC) 

This day started with everything brand new - new opinions, new solutions and thankfully a renewed energy. It looks 
like the delegate of USA, did his homework really well. He left a good impression by not only correcting a delegate 
but also attempting to correct the Chair in the Pre-Session talks. It seems like I was the only one who had a good-
night’s sleep. The Chair completed their duty properly and the delegates tried (but failed) to maintain the decorum 
in the committee. 

The first Moderated Caucus saw the direct attack of India to the US with the delegate’s fiery speech. This indeed 
made him earn an éclair from the General Secretary himself! Things took an interesting turn when a report was 
heard about the drop of a bomb amidst the Korean War. 

Finally, someone or a least the delegate of USA came to his senses by initiating peace talks for the agenda. However, 
till this moment, the delegate of China who was earlier very shy, decided to make her opening statement in the 
Special Speaker’s List. The logistic member had his part of morning exercise by being busy in passing various chits. At 
last, the discussion was getting heated during the speech made by the delegate of USSR. Way to go Russia! The 
delegate of Canada made a great point by emphasizing on the need of reducing military action when all the 
countries agreed on some peace talks. Every delegate’s views today became brighter, bigger and more vocal. 
Eventually, it was expected that the committee would pass- but with flying colours? I’m not so sure. 
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 AWARDS AND ACCOLADES

S. 
No 

Name of Student School  Awarded  Committee 

1 ShabthaAnand Apeejay School, Nerul Best Position Paper EU 
2 Sanath Salil Delhi Public School, Nerul Best Position Paper EU 
3 Lakshita Joshi Bal Bharati Public School, Kharghar Best Position Paper ASEAN 
4 SmritisudhaNayak Apeejay School, Nerul Best Position Paper ASEAN 
5 Rashmi Birmole Apeejay  School, Kharghar Best Position Paper HSC 
6 Siddhi Hindalkar Apeejay School, Nerul Best Position Paper HSC 
7 Chaitanya Naphade Apeejay School, Nerul Best Position Paper ECOSOC
8 Kartikey Kuthari Greenfingers Global School, Kharghar Best Position Paper ECOSOC 

    

1 Aryan Patel Apeejay School, Nerul Special Mention HSC 
2 Chinmaya Mohan Delhi Public School, Nerul Special Mention HSC 
3 Priyan Purohit Apeejay School, Nerul Special Mention ASEAN 
4 Lakshita Joshi Bal Bharati Public School, Kharghar Special Mention ASEAN 
5 Srijan Pathak Jaipuriar School, Sanpada Special Mention EU 
6 Ayandrila Bhadra D.A.V. International School, Kharghar Special Mention EU 
7 Drasti Jain Bal Bharti School, Kharghar Special Mention ECOSOC 
8 Sanskriti Singh  DAV Public School, Nerul Special Mention ECOSOC 

    

S. 
No 

Name of Student School  Awarded  Committee 

1 Utkarsh Shastrakar Greenfingers Global School, Kharghar Best Disciplined Team HSC 
2 Abhinav Dhodapkar Greenfingers Global School, Kharghar Best Disciplined Team EU 
3 Rishita Sheti Greenfingers Global School, Kharghar Best Disciplined Team ASEAN 
4 Kartikey Kuthari Greenfingers Global School, Kharghar Best Disciplined Team ECOSOC 

  
 

 

1 Forum Pathak Apeejay School, Nerul Best Delegate ECOSOC 

2 Abhishek Vijay Kumar Apeejay School, Kharghar Best Delegate EU 

3 Amartya  Sinha Bal Bharati Public School, Kharghar Best Delegate HSC 

4 Saishreya Sriram Delhi Public School, Nerul Best Delegate ASEAN 
    

1 Sharayu Shejale Apeejay School, Nerul Best Member of Chair Director - HSC 

2 Vineet Abraham  Apeejay School, Nerul Best Member of Chair Director - EU 
    

1 Sohini Ganguly DAV Public School, Nerul Best Delegation HSC 
2 Sakshi Singh DAV Public School, Nerul Best Delegation EU 
3 Aajnya Shetty DAV Public School, Nerul Best Delegation ASEAN 
4 Sanskriti Singh  DAV Public School, Nerul Best Delegation ECOSOC 
5 Janmejay Chakravarty Apeejay School, Nerul Best Delegation Moderator -EU
6 Mrityunjay Joshi Apeejay School, Nerul Best Delegation EU
7 Shabtha Anand Apeejay School, Nerul Best Delegation EU
8 Abhilash Chakravarty Apeejay School, Nerul Best Delegation EU

   

1 Jainam Verma D.A.V. International School, Kharghar Most Promising Delegation HSC
2 Ayandrila Bhadra D.A.V. International School, Kharghar Most Promising Delegation EU
3 Sanskriti Hedaoo D.A.V. International School, Kharghar Most Promising Delegation ASEAN
4 G Varsha D.A.V. International School, Kharghar Most Promising Delegation HSC

   

1 Chaitanya Naphade  (Author) Apeejay School, Nerul Best Resolution Paper ECOSOC 
2 Forum Pathak (Author) Apeejay School, Nerul Best Resolution Paper ECOSOC
3 Priyanshi Chandel (Co-Author) Delhi Public School, Nerul Best Resolution Paper ECOSOC



4 Drasti Jain (Co-Author) Bal Bharti School,  
Kharghar 

Best Resolution Paper ECOSOC

    

 


